
DIGITAL RISK
MANAGEMENT

for
Businesses

Is your business well-equipped enough to take on the 
challenges of the rapidly changing digital economy?
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Combining legal expertise with tech-driven solutions,
Rajah & Tann Technologies, Rajah & Tann Cybersecurity and Rajah & Tann Asia
provide holistic risk management, in four key areas:

REGULATORY   COMPLIANCE

DATA GOVERNANCE

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

CYBERSECURITY

Spanning across more than ten countries across Southeast Asia, our team of lawyers at 
Rajah & Tann Asia have the cross-industry and multi-jurisdictional expertise to identify 
potential gaps and provide legal guidance, ensuring your business is compliant with 
the latest legal and regulatory requirements. By pairing with technical services from  
Rajah & Tann Technologies and Rajah & Tann Cybersecurity, we provide in-depth 
multi-disciplinary solutions to address compliance gaps, including anti-money 
laundering platform, technical compliance reviews and compliance training.

As businesses today heavily rely on data, it is crucial for businesses to have an effective 
and responsible data governance to maintain a competitive edge. Our specialist 
multi-jurisdictional data protection and privacy team helps clients shape their data 
governance framework in accordance with their business needs and prevailing 
regulations, so they can maximise their data potential and seize opportunities. 

By targeting problem statements, ideating possibilities and scoping initiatives, Rajah & 
Tann Technologies helps clients make better use of technology to mitigate legal risks, 
improve efficiency and reduce costs in their business processes through the 
implementation of digital risk management solutions and low code automation tools.

Through Rajah & Tann Cybersecurity, we offer end-to-end services that cover the entire 
risk management lifecycle in our clients’ operations and ensure they maintain a robust 
cyber security strategy, including comprehensive pre and post incident security 
services, such as security audit, incident response and standby, vulnerability 
assessments and penetration tests.
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Secured Enterprise Content Management
Legal Compliance Automation

Anti-Money Laundering Platform
Secured Endpoint Solution

Cyber Security Risk Assessment
Privacy Enhancing Technologies

Practice Management Collaboration
Contract Lifecycle Management
Document Management System
Cyber Security Incident Response
Cyber Forensics Investigation & Discovery
Compliance Training & Learning Solutions

Our comprehensive suite of digital risk management solutions include:
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